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Register for the EUSBR Forum & Blue Platform
seminar 'Blue & green bioeconomy in the BSR from a
youth perspective'
Don't miss the chance to learn about key trends in blue &
green bioeconomy with a focus on youth priorities as well
as solutions to get youth involved in the bioeconomy as
entrepreneurs, practitioners, experts and decision
makers. ATTEND the seminar organised by the
SUBMARINER Network & the Nordic Council of
Ministers/PA Bioeconomy on 13.06.19 within the frames of
the EUSBSR Forum (registration now open).
Read more...

€20 million for the Blue Bioeconomy in Northern
Germany
The Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
has approved a project coordinated by Kiel University:
'Bioeconomy at Marine Sites (BaMS)' with funding of up to
20 million euro. 'Bioeconomy is the future of our economy.'
– Federal Minister of Education and Research Anja
Karliczek.
Read more...

Meet the new
SUBMARINER member:
Klaipéda University 
The Marine Research
Institute of Klaipéda
University joined the
SUBMARINER Network in
March 2019. The institute is
a unique centre of
fundamental and applied
marine research in
Lithuania. The Klaipéda
University is already a
partner in
the BalticRIM project. We
welcome our new member
into the network.

SUBMARINER & MSP on
La Reunion

Learn all about the latest
developments in the Baltic
Sea mussels' sector & join
the  SUBMARINER
Mussels Working Group
New data on the
environmental benefits &
ecological impacts of mussel
farms in the Baltic Sea?
Recent advances in Baltic
blue catch farming? 
Check out the answers,
presentations & more from
the Interreg Baltic Blue
Growth project final
conference 'Baltic Sea
Mussel Farming & Nutrient
Offset' that just took place in
Malmö. Join the Mussels
Working Group & national
stakeholder events
throughout the BSR. 
Read more...

Become a mentor or
mentors' case within the
Baltic Blue
BioTech network
The extension project
'ALLIANCE+' has been
approved as continuation of
the blue biotechnology
network main stage project
ALLIANCE. The focus will
be put on the recruitment
and training of new experts
to act as blue detectives,
mentors and advisors. The
extension secures the
developed service offer and
thus enables continuous
development of future blue
biotechnology products. 
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SUBMARINER
presented MUSES project
Ocean Multi-Use Action
Plan during the Blue
Economy Week. We also
attended the
MSP Forum organised by
EC Directorate-General for
Maritime Affairs and
Fisheries & UNESCO’s
IOC. 
Get the study 'Toward a
Common Understanding of
Ocean Multi-Use' here.
Read more...

'Time for long-term
strategies & horizontal
action in Blue Growth'.
SUBMARINER at
the CBSS conference
SUBMARINER contributed
to the CBSS conference in
Jurmala stressing the need
to capitalise on
achievements and create
roadmaps & long-
term implementation
strategies going beyond
project timelines. We
recommended the
introduction of a new
Horizontal Action on Blue
Growth for effective
management in this cross-
disciplinary, multi-actor &
complex field.
Read more...

New legislation on
amateur fishery adopted
in Russia
The recent federal law 'On
artisanal fishing' regulates
the field of recreational
fishing, i.e. activities of
citizens in catching aquatic
biological resources to
meet personal needs. The
law defines reservoirs
where fishing is allowed to

How to involve regions in
BlueBioEconomy?
Check out the results of
the Blue Platform
workshop in Lübeck,
10–11.04.19
The Blue Platform project
organised a workshop with
40 participants that
engaged in
interactive roundtable
discussions on mussels
and algae, fish production
and biotechnology. Get the
summary of the workshop
here. Read more...

Marine ecosystem
services for human well-
being and blue economy  
This publication highlights
current thinking in
ecosystem service valuation
for the marine environment.
The purpose of ecosystem
valuation is to help answer
clearly defined marine policy
questions, as it can help
visualise and quantify (in
monetary or non-monetary
terms) the diverse direct &
indirect contributions of
marine ecosystem services
to human well-being.
Read more...

Bringing Russian
stakeholders to the Baltic
Blue Economy: Blue
Platform project in
Kaliningrad
A scientific and applied-
science conference on
integrated ocean
governance was hosted by
our partner Kaliningrad
State Technical University
on 22.03.19. Around 60
participants attended the
event. SUBMARINER
presented its work and the
new Interreg project 'Blue
Platform'.
Read more...

Do we want to change the
ways the sea areas are
used now and in the
future?
The Plan4Blue project
presents four scenarios for
how our choices will affect
people and the marine
nature in the Gulf of Finland
and the Archipelago Sea.
WATCH the short animation
by our member SYKE
(Finnish environment
institute).
Read more...

How to align funding to
facilitate cooperation
between different
national projects? BSR-
EMFF network
Member states of the
network are facing the
same challenges in fishery
& aquaculture across the
Baltics. There is a need to
join the efforts & address
these challenges
collectively. Check out the
recommendations from the
BSR-EMFF network's
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all citizens for free and
those where it's forbidden. 
The law introduces the
concept of a daily catch
rate, which cannot be
exceeded.
Read more...

meeting in Warsaw.
Read more...

EVENTS

EFARO Seminar 'Ensuring the sustainable use of our Seas. Linking the Ecosystem
Approach with the quest for a Sustainable Blue Economy'.

15 May 2019
Brussels, Belgium 

Read More

European Maritime Day 2019
16 May – 17 May 2019

Lisbon, Portugal 
Read More

InnoAquaTech partner meeting
21 May – 22 May 2019

Egtved, Denmark 
Read More

SETAC Europe Annual Meeting
26 May – 30 May 2019

Helsinki, Finland 
Read More

EUBCE 2019: European Biomass Conference & Exhibition
27 May – 30 May 2019

Lisbon, Portugal
Read More

FULL EVENT CALENDAR
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